PRODUCTION WORKER (part-time/flex)
SPIRITED UNION DISTILLERY
Are you passionate about spirits and drinks? Want to dive deep into the art of distillation? Do you want
to be part of one of the fastest growing botanical rum brands in the Netherlands and help tell our story
to the world?
DISTILLERY PRODUCTION (part-time/flex)
The products that we sell around the world have to be produced by someone. That could be you! We
are looking for hard workers that help us bring exciting new botanical rums to life in the distillery.
What will you be doing as a production worker in the distillery:
Tasks differ from filling bottles, adding the cork and sending them off on the label machine, to
appending the neck label, and stacking the boxes on a pallet.
Working with botanical and assisting in distillation, extraction and blending process.
Constant quality control. (Liquid level, label check)
Possibility to provide an assisting hand during tours and workshops.
You are:

-

A desire to be part of an adventurous journey of a young Dutch international botanical
rum brand.
A student looking for a flexible job.
You want to work with your hands.
Too much energy and motivated to work hard.
Perfectionist – every product has to look extraordinary
No experience necessary but interested in the distillation and production process of
alcoholic spirits.

What we offer:

-

A chance to be part of something new and exciting, help building a company & brand
from the ground up.
A central Amsterdam extraordinary working location.
Working with a young, passionate and smart crew of people.
Real responsibility – You are working with products that will be seen from your local
Gall&Gall to stores literally on the other side of the world. (New Zealand).
Flexible hours from 8 hours per week
Hourly rate - €10,.
Unlimited high fives and plenty of rum.(after work)

Apply
If you want to be part of our journey send an email to Wendy at wendy@spirited-union.com with
your CV and brief motivation.
About Spirited Union Distillery
The story behind each of our spirits starts with the colourful world of herbs and spices and how
they can create vibrant tastes. Making a delicious drink is a bit like cooking a delicious meal; you
need to combine textures and tastes to create a memorable experience. So, we start with the
flavour kick we’re trying to create then replicate it by exploring the vast world of botanicals and
infusions. Each ingredient needs to be infused or distilled for the right length of time. Delicate
aromatic flowers, leaves and seeds need less infusion time. Harder fruits, roots and
barks need longer. (It’s one of the reasons why each batch carries its own unique number)
To rejuvenate the rum category, we’ve opened the doors to our very own distillery located in
Amsterdam. Its eco-friendly and all our spirits are made with real ingredients. Better tastings and
Better for the world.

